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Background:
Althelia Climate Fund I

14 investments

across 8 countries

• USAID guarantee of 50% at the portfolio 
level – this was the first carbon DCA

• Developing Nature Conservation Notes with 
Credit Suisse. This innovative structure was 
awarded Environmental Finance’s Deal of the 
Year Award in 2015

• ACF investment in AIDER with SERNANP in 
Tambopata National Reserve, Peru was 
recognised by Momentum for Change as an 
innovative and transformative solution to 
deforestation

€101m 
invested, fully 

committed in June 2017

ACF I is an innovative fund
which is shaping the conservation impact 

investment sector. We have pioneered a number 
of “firsts” in this fund including:

Diverse, sustainable revenue streams 
from investments including:
• carbon
• agroforestry e.g. cacao, coffee
• silvopastoral systems
• cattle ranching
• cooking fuel
• forest management

On track to achieve targeted 

8% net return by 2021
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public & private 

investors
including:



Financing Conservation and Sustainable Land Use in the Amazon
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4. Innovative Design Elements

4.1 Financial Risk Management

As mention ed,  the loan from Althelia to AIDER has a term of six years and a low interest rate, and AIDER benefits  from a 
3-year grace period over both principal and interest payments.

These concessional terms give AIDER operation al  and fina nci a l flexibility, as it does not need to prioritise  early generation  
of cash flows to meet principal and interest payments, and furthermore the interest rate on the loan is significantly lower 
than the average market rate from commercial banks.18

Althelia has included a number of fina nci al  mechanisms to reduce the credit risk of lending to AIDER19 and safeguard 
interest and capital payments.

FIGURE 9

Production-and-Protection Component

Source: AIDER

4.1.1 Fund-Level Guarantee

In May 2014, Althelia and the United States Agency for Internation al  Development (USAID)20 entered into a partner-
ship whereby the USAID Development Credit Authority (USAID DCA) would guarantee private investors in Althelia 
Climate Fund up to 50% of the fund’s performance on a portfolio basis.

The USAID DCA guarantee, for an amount of US$133 million/EUR100m, is intended to support Althelia’s global strategy 
to attract more private investors and has proven successful as Althelia was able to attract private investors into  the 
Fund. See further information in Box 4.

18 For example, Agrobanco, Peru’s agricultural development bank, lends to small and medium-sized producers at an average annual interest rate of 18%. http: //w ww.

agrobanco.com.pe/data/uploads/2017/pdf/015_42ReglamentoTarifarioGeneral_042017PUblico.pdf

19 Main credit risks include lack of farmer’s experience working with cocoa, increasing migration ,  usage of agrochemicals and contamination  of  me mb er  f arms, mar-

ket price volatili ty , competing  ec onomic activ

i

ties

 

wit h i lleg al option s  lik e mining, climate, social and political risks, among others.

20 https://www.usaid.gov/

The Landscape Approach
The role of a sustainable enterprises in the landscape

Sustainable livelihoods for all

Sustainable food, fuel, fibre
production

Land restored to production 
and/or ecosystem value

Ecosystem and species 
conservation

Fair economic returns

Payments for 
environmental 

services (REDD+ 
carbon credits, 

emissions reductions)

Certified sustainable 
agriculture 

commodities (Cocoa, 
coffee, non-timber-

forest-products, 
essential oils, timber 

etc)

Climate change mitigation 
through avoided deforestation 

and increased soil and tree 
carbon stocks

Impact Outcomes Revenue Streams

The Tambopata-Bahuaja REDD+ and Cocoa Agroforestry Project 
Protection-Production-Inclusion Model



The Challenge of Deforestation in the 
Cocoa sector
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The opportunity



Critical factors for progressing zero-deforestation targets

Blending climate 
finance, supply 
chain finance with 
public and private 
investors

Protection-Production-Inclusion ModelProtection-Production-Inclusion Model

Integration of corporate climate, SDG and zero 
deforestation targets
Integration of corporate climate, SDG and zero 
deforestation targets

Recognising interim steps of climate action 
through supporting forest conservation projects
Recognising interim steps of climate action 
through supporting forest conservation projects

That will lead to the development of jurisdictional 
REDD+ systems over time 
That will lead to the development of jurisdictional 
REDD+ systems over time 

Alternative models are needed in new forest frontiers in 
other countries
Alternative models are needed in new forest frontiers in 
other countries
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Incorporating  the 
value/price of 
standing forests 
into chocolate price



Thank you for your 
attention!

Luis Miguel Ormeño and Joshua Gregory

DECEMBER 2017

Financing Conservation and Sustainable Land Use in the Amazon

Althelia’s Tambopata-Bahuaja REDD+ and Agroforestry Project

FOREST TRENDS     PUBLIC-PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE

SUPPORTERS

25
years

For further reading, see report: 


